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1. Introduction

The atherosclerosis has been considered to be cause of stroke and myocardial infarction. Because there are significant differences between the elasticity of normal arterial walls and those affected by atherosclerosis, the evaluation of the elasticity of the arterial wall is useful. In series of studies on noninvasive assessment of the regional elasticity of the arterial wall, the elasticity can be evaluated from the change in thickness of the arterial wall and the blood pressure by the phased-tracking method. In the measurement of the elasticity of the arterial wall, the arterial wall boundary must be assigned beforehand. Currently, the boundary of the arterial wall is manually determined by the operator. Since the manual measurement is time consuming and results in inter- and intra-observer variability, a fast, automated method is necessary for detection of the boundary.

2. Method

The multiscale dynamic programming (DP) algorithm using the boundary continuity and correlation between adjacent receive scan lines is proposed for detection of anterior and posterior wall boundaries for elasticity imaging.

Fig. 1. Outline of automated detection procedure.

All the possible fuzzy boundary lines and their adjacent distinct lines are considered polylines with \( N \) vertices represented as a vector \( \mathbf{b} \),

\[
\mathbf{b} = (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_{i-1}, b_i, b_{i+1}, \ldots, b_N),
\]

where \( b_{i-1} \) and \( b_i \) are horizontal neighboring boundary points. At point \( b_i \), a local cost \( C(b_i) \) is defined by

\[
C(b_i) = w_1 I(b_i) + w_2 G(b_i) + w_3 R(b_{i-1}, b_i) + w_4 D(b_{i-1} - b_i).
\]

where \( I, G, R \) and \( D \) are cost function terms, \( I \) represents intensity feature, \( G \) represents intensity gradient feature, \( R(b_{i-1}, b_i) \) is the cross-correlation coefficient of adjacent signals, \( D(b_{i-1} - b_i) \) is the decreasing function of the change in vertical distance between the boundary estimated and \( w_i \) are their associated weight factors. The cost function is defined as a sum of local costs along the polyline.

\[
C_{\text{sum}} = \sum_{i} C(b_i).
\]

The desired boundary is the optimal solution of \( b \), which is the one that maximizes \( C_{\text{sum}} \).

3. Results

In the following experiments, Fujifilm Fazone M US device and L10-5 linear probe were
employed. The interval between scan lines is 0.15 mm. The range interval of IQ data is 0.04 mm.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show original and coarse B-mode images of an artery. An intensity profile at the center line of each image is shown in Fig. 2(c).

In the coarse B-mode image, lumen is easily determined as a darker region. DP is applied to the upper and lower parts separated by the lumen to detect media-adventitia boundaries of the anterior and posterior walls. Based on the positions of media-adventitia boundaries detected by coarse scale DP, the anterior and posterior wall boundaries are tracked by the phased tracking method and the change in diameter is estimated.

Figures 3(a) shows media-adventitia boundaries of the anterior and posterior walls on coarse B-mode image. Figures 3(b) shows M-mode image along the blue line on the B-mode image. The change in diameter calculated by the phased tracking method is shown in Fig. 3(c). The green line shows the timing at minimum diameter.

At minimum diameter timing, firstly coarse scale DP is conducted to detect rough media-adventitia boundaries of the anterior and posterior walls. Secondary, fine scale DP is conducted using the rough media-adventitia boundaries to detect precise media-adventitia boundaries of the anterior and posterior walls. Lastly, fine scale DP is conducted using the precise media-adventitia boundary to detect precise lumen-intima boundary. The proposed method is compared with the manual tracings made by a professional expert. Figures 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c) show original B-mode image, that with detected boundaries by the proposed method, and that with manual traced boundaries. The yellow line represents media-adventitia boundary, and the green line represents intima-media boundary. The red line is approximate media-adventitia boundary used to determine boundaries precisely. The boundaries automatically detected by the proposed method is very close to manual tracings made by a professional expert.

4. Conclusion
We examined the performance of the automated border detection using multiscale DP method. This method has a potential to detect the arterial wall boundaries automatically and be useful for elasticity imaging.
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